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Third day
On the third day, we measured our forces on
the field in the sunny weather. We were
playing funny games and competitions like
running with apples in our mouth and we
played tug of war. Then we began the
workshops on full speed and everybody were
doing their best! We saw how we function as
team players in the energizers. It helped the
members in need and had a competitive spirit.
We have great time in our workshops. We
have many great workshops like the music
group, theatre, painting and media.

The European dance! We had a lot of fun dancing traditional dances. We the participants, the
leaders and some locals made a big circle. We danced some traditional dances from Denmark,
France, Macedonia and England. We had a great time and In the evening.
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Intercultural evening from Slovenia
The participants from
Slovenia introduced their
country, they taught us a
couple of Slovenian words
and they showed us a video
of the landscape and of their
night life in Slovenia.

We ate delicious traditional food. They were serving a walnut cake,
polenta soup with milk, dry pork and bread with lard and garlic and
for dinks they had blueberry liquor, honey liquor and white wine.
After filling our stomach with lard and honey and feeling little tipsy,
everyone gathered around and danced a traditional dance from
Slovenia called Polka.

Interview: Katriss, Stef and Steph (Malta)
We love the people, landscapes, beautiful
houses. Some energizers were a little boring,
some hurt the muscles, but we like it. This
exchange is a chance to meet new people
from different countries.
Dances were a lot of fun (we were very
tired, but a lot of fun). We loved the BBQ
and the Slovenian night, the food is
different. The workshop is a little difficult,
because of the languages (a little lost in
translation with all the languages).
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